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Resource Management

Resource management is a rather broad category that can cover every-

thing from product inventory to staff expertise to liquid assets such as

cash. Resources can be broken down into five general categories:

“physical things, energy, monetary value, information resources and

various kinds of capabilities” [1]. While other chapters focus on IT asset

resources and IT knowledge resources, this chapter will focus specifi-

cally on human resources assigned to projects. Project stakeholders are

those individuals that have a stake in the success of the project. While

the PM and the sponsor are the two most obvious ones, other stake-

holders make up the project’s human resource pool. This pool could

include the end users, the programmers, the vendors, the architects, the

testers, and various other support personnel.

Traditionally, when one thinks of human resource management in

an IT project context, they think of how to best leverage various skill

sets, over time, on a single project. Elements such as team acquisition,

scheduling, morale, motivation, training, productivity, and success are

all things that a PM needs to consider when managing the human

resources on a project. These same elements also serve as part of the
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foundation for how an IT PMO will need to manage resources across

multiple projects. If resources are continually pulled from one project

and placed on another, the focus on their personal growth and training

will get lost in the shuffle. Low morale will lead to unmotivated and

unproductive project team members. While PMs now focus on main-

taining the motivation of the resources on their own projects, will they

also need to understand how past and potential future projects affect

them? This is where the IT PMO can provide cross-project support and

growth opportunities for project resources, and thus allow the PMs to

keep their focus where it should be—on supporting project resources

on their own project.

Supporting the morale of IT project resources across projects is a

task required of IT PMOs in highly project-centric organizations such

as IT consulting companies. In less project-centric organizations, this

task is left to the resource’s interproject, or functional, manager.

Another resource management task that is common among IT PMOs in

any organization is resource leveling. “Portfolio management is about

resource allocation.” If you squander scarce resources on the wrong

projects, you can starve the truly meritorious ones [2]. In other words,

as the IT PMO manages the aggregate project portfolio to satisfy the

corporate strategy, it also needs to balance the company’s finite project

resources. With the IT PMO leveling the project resources across the

portfolio, projects in the pipeline won’t have to spend as much time

competing for resources throughout the project’s lifecycle [3, 4]. Ignor-

ing political wrangling, PMs will more clearly understand whether they

are worthy of a high-demand resource based upon the priority and the

progress of their project.

The last two chapters showed how a PMO can centralize and help

manage the more technical aspects of the portfolio through architecture

and asset management processes. While these management tasks are

embraced by leaders with technical backgrounds, it can be easy for an IT

organization to mistakenly focus only on a portfolio’s technical hurdles

and goals. “The main reason we tend to focus on the technical rather

than the human side of the work is not because it’s more crucial, but

because it’s easier to do” [5]. This chapter will show that risks to the suc-

cess of a portfolio reside in the management of project resources, as
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well. The IT PMO can help projects acquire, support, and schedule

internal resources to ensure a healthy portfolio. Also, when outsourcing

is necessary, the IT PMO can apply some of the same concepts it uses in

asset management to outsourced vendor management. Finally, we will

review how the resource management team best fits into the project

pipeline.

7.1 Acquiring Resources

As a project goes through the approval process, the sponsor (or the

project proposer) should start building the project team (phase four of

the initiative approval process). Starting with the project or program

manager, the sponsors will usually seek out people they know have been

successful in the past. But before the candidate can be assigned to a

sponsor’s proposed project, the candidate needs to be either free of

project or departmental duties or have sufficient spare time to make

part-time contributions. The sponsor will need to work with the project

candidate’s functional managers, whether they are other PMs or other

functional business unit managers. Before approaching the functional

managers, the sponsor should prepare or have answered the following

questions for each candidate.

1. Are they available?

2. What is the relative priority of their current projects?

3. Are their best skills not being leveraged fully?

4. Do their matrixed managers want them to return quickly?

5. Who is lined up to grab them next?

7.1.1 Functional Managers

Typical project-oriented organizations follow a matrixed structure,

where each resource reports to the project or program manager and to

their assigned interproject matrixed manager (or functional manager).

For example, a systems administrator (SA) or a database administrator
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(DBA) may report to the director of infrastructure and the director of

data support, respectively, for reviews and compensation. While a com-

pany’s project list has a set of priorities, a functional manager has his or

her own independent priorities that can prevent critical resources from

being freed up. Therefore, when acquiring a resource, a PM needs to

contend with not only the priorities of the project portfolio (via a port-

folio resource manager), but also with the priorities of individual busi-

ness managers that are responsible for the resources (see Figure 7.1). As

projects come and go, resources may or may not become available,

depending on the needs and the priorities of other higher priority proj-

ects and functional managers.

The IT PMO can make the functional manager’s job easier by keep-

ing the prioritized list of projects and initiatives up to date and visible

not only to the executive committee but also to the business unit com-

munity. This allows the functional manager to make more informed

decisions when agreeing to provide her resources to IT-based projects

[6]. A more extreme approach as to how the functional manager fits

into a highly project-centric organization would be “to alter the role of
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functional managers from resource owners to project resource suppli-

ers” [7]. PMs may successfully lobby to impose such organizational

change on functional managers if they see a particularly negative trend,

such as functional managers only providing those resources they don’t

want in their department anyway [8]. If this latter approach were taken,

then the IT PMO would need to take on more of the responsibility

in supporting the career growth of the project resources. Whether the

IT PMO acts as surrogate to or an enabler of the functional manager,

strong communications need to be established with the business units

to ensure smooth resource allocation.

Without smooth resource allocation, the project pipeline can get

clogged. Many initiative selection committees don’t “consider the

time-dependent resource requirements of projects, and most implicitly

assume that all projects selected will start immediately” [9]. This is why

phase four of the initiative approval process is so critical. Project spon-

sors need to understand the disposition of resources before the project

is even approved. The IT PMO, with its awareness of this disposition

across the entire portfolio, helps manage the uninterrupted flow of the

approval pipeline [10]. For example, by not allowing projects to be

added to the pipeline until resources are available to staff them ade-

quately, the IT PMO has ensured that prepared projects won’t get

denied access to asset, architecture, or knowledge management

resources of the IT PMO.

Another way that the IT PMO can more efficiently clear up

approved initiative traffic jams is through the use of resource manage-

ment tools. IT tools exist that help show how IT resources are distrib-

uted by skills, across projects (see Appendix 7A for an example). If the

IT PMO leverages such tools, it can remove itself as the default middle-

man for resource negotiations and be just a provider of up-to-date

knowledge on resource disposition. However, there would be some

cases where “two or more managers may be bidding for a potential

project team member at the same time.” In this case, the IT PMO would

need to have the authority “to say which manager requested a given per-

son first or decide which project should get priority in staffing the

desired person” [8]. To prevent business case writers from prematurely

flagging the resources they may eventually need, the initiative review
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committee should establish an initiative hurdle gate. For example, those

initiatives that pass early review checks such as fundability, feasibility,

and desirability can be allowed to flag, but not acquire, resources. Then,

as the initiative gets closer to approval, the project sponsor will be closer

to getting the resources needed for kicking off the project efficiently.

A common way to staff a project is to bring on few people in the

beginning, then add the bulk of the staff in the second quarter of the

project, and finally reduce the staff size as the project rolls out. There are

several reasons why a PM follows this traditional bell curve of resource

staffing on a project:

◆ They’d like to keep their turf wars over resources low until they

can prove success with early pilots.

◆ Most skill sets aren’t needed until later in the project.

◆ They’d rather wait for the best talent until it becomes available.

However, it may be better to focus on staffing the project well in its

early phases and put less energy in staffing the project in its later phases.

If battles for resources have to be fought, the PM should focus on nego-

tiating for resources needed early in the project rather than later. These

fights will be become easier later in the project as future successes help

validate the project’s cause. Also, “even if that early staff allocation turns

out to be wasted, your political situation may be safer with all those peo-

ple on-board early then if you were to proceed leanly staffed through

the first six months” [5]. This isn’t to say that you should staff up the

project to where many team members are sitting idly or, worse, slowing

the progress of the project (e.g., the mythical man month). Rather, if

certain critical resources aren’t needed for several weeks, but are diffi-

cult to acquire, get them now rather than risk a last-minute, doomed-

to-failure political battle.

Once a resource is acquired, the PM should stick with his allotted

time for that resource. The reason for this is “if one project requires a

resource more than expected, it affects other projects requiring that

resource” [10]. The only way to audit this would be to validate that the

resource is applying their core, highest demand skills to the project. The

IT PMO audit team could include just such a check when conducting
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audits of ongoing projects (see Chapter 10). If the PM has held onto a

resource beyond the required need, the IT PMO will need to have the

authority (and accountability) to distribute resources to mitigate the

overall risk of the portfolio.

7.2 Supporting Resources

PMs who are beginning their careers will apply the project management

knowledge they’ve learned in courses and from books. Following such

project management standards helps guide the manager toward suc-

cessful project completion. But the daily battles will rely just as much on

the manager’s leadership skills (e.g., team building, inspiration, vision).

Such skills will help keep the team continuously glued together as a

focused force. When applying such principles to interproject resource

management, an IT PMO needs to ensure that resources and their func-

tional managers feel comfortable about the direction their careers and

their departments are moving, respectively. Just as a PM coordinates

the team to move in the direction of project success, an IT PMO coordi-

nates the organization to move cohesively in the direction of strategic

success. Part of this coordination involves ensuring that resources

receive fair and ongoing career support between projects. Such cross-

project attention helps resources feel that contributions to any project,

as well as to their departmental manager, carry just as much weight on

their performance reviews.

To ensure that a project-oriented organization gets the utmost out-

put from its personnel on projects, employees’ performance evaluations

need to also be tied to their work on projects. This means that project

sponsors will need to also participate in a project member’s career

growth and not rely on their functional managers to fulfill all of these

tasks. Sure, human resources lays out guidelines for peer reviews, man-

agement reviews, and career path templates. But, to support such long-

term (usually annual) goals, PMs need to ensure that the resource will

be a good asset to the project (i.e., happy, focused, motivated, and pro-

ductive). The IT PMO can support the functional manager by ensuring

the projects to which the resource is assigned map to the goals of the

individual’s career, as well as the goals of the company. Then, with such
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multidirectional support from the organization, the resource can be

held fairly accountable during their performance review.

7.3 Scheduling Resources

Scheduling resources on a project has always been one of the key chal-

lenges of a PM. Even when the PM has a good bead on a resource that

they have worked with several times in the past, a personal crisis or an

unforeseen technical hurdle can throw schedule estimates out the win-

dow. To account for such unknowns, the PM can use the common tech-

nique of adding buffers to the end of each major work package. For

example, if the resource feels that it will take three days to complete a

task, the PM will add it as a four-day task to the project plan. The extra

day is an implicit buffer, or an increase in the duration of a task just to

account for risk. Another method of adding time buffers to a project is

shown in Figure 7.2. Here, a program of dependent projects has explicit

time buffers added to the end of some critical release iterations in each

project. These buffers, which are a part of the project plan, act as a sec-

ondary level of schedule risk mitigation. Combined, both types of

scheduling buffers can help keep projects on a planned schedule and,

thus, reduce the overall risk for failure.

The challenge in leveraging the buffer management style of project

scheduling is in where to best place the buffers and in deciding how big

to make them. Most PMs introduce time buffers using three different
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mechanisms. The first one is that estimates should be based on pessi-

mistic views of past experiences. The second is that total estimation

should increase in direct proportion to the number of management lev-

els involved. Management layers are the roots of bureaucratic slow-

downs for any project. And the third is that estimators also protect their

estimations from a global cut made by executives. For example, many

times upper management will request a cut in schedules by 20% across

the board. To anticipate this, estimators will add an additional set of

buffers that increase the project duration by 20% [11]. As with corpo-

rate earnings, project duration estimates are judged by how accurately

they match reality. Estimators can be just as scrutinized for overestima-

tion as they would be for underestimation. This desire for accuracy

helps keep project sponsors from requesting drastically more time than

is needed in business cases.

Another method PMs use when scheduling projects is the critical

path approach. Projects can have bottlenecks when certain tasks in a

project cannot begin until other tasks have completed. If not scheduled

properly, this can lead to idle resources and delayed releases. Critical

paths can also exist in a larger scale scenario such as a program of

dependent projects. For example, Figure 7.2 illustrates a critical path

scenario where project 2 can’t begin until iteration 2 of project 1 has

completed and where project 3 can’t begin until iteration 1 of project 2

has completed. The PMs will not eliminate all unforeseen timeline

problems through buffer management and critical path awareness, but

they can reduce them.

7.3.1 Drum Resources

When multiple projects share a constraint resource, such a resource is

referred to as a drum resource (because the projects tend to go by the

beat of the drum of that resource). Drum resources are usually identi-

fied as those resources where demand for a particular skill outstrips

supply. Seasoned IT PMs are experienced with the bottlenecks that cer-

tain drum resources can create: SAs, DBAs, and IT operations are all

well-known examples. The ideal position for such an organization is to

have the supply of drum resources slightly in excess of the demand.

“This then gives the organization some contingency to deal with the
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unexpected” [12]. By better scheduling and staffing these drum

resources between projects, the IT PMO, the PMs, and the functional

managers can ensure that less time is wasted on lead or warm-up time.

Many PMs handle drum resources’ time by requesting that they dis-

tribute their workload across projects and document the percentage of

time they are spending on each project. “Firms in shorter-term projects

and dynamic markets” lean more toward this flexible resource model of

allowing resources to multitask [2]. Unfortunately, such fragmented

time “is guaranteed to waste the individual’s time” and results in long

delays in product launch, which can lead to lost revenues [13]. A worker

with multiple cross-project assignments will spend a large amount of

time each day readjusting to each new task on different projects [5, 11].

Instead, the resource should be scheduled to complete one full task on

one project before shifting to another task on another project. Gener-

ally, companies with a longer term perspective tend to take this latter

approach.

Once initiatives and projects are prioritized by the IT PMO and

once the resource manager understands which drum resources will be

needed by which projects, a central drum resource schedule can be

developed and maintained. Before a PM develops his project schedule,

he should be aware of when the drum resources are being used by other

projects. To help reduce resource contention, project schedules must be

synchronized to this central drum resource schedule. In essence, the

project pipeline “becomes a pull system because the drum schedule

determines the sequencing of projects” [14]. Projects get pulled into the

pipeline if drum resources complete tasks on other projects early. For

this reason, projects add buffers to guard against another type of risk:

drum resource availability. Such buffers need to overflow before and

after the desired start time of the drum resource. This allows for flexibil-

ity in the usage of drum resources that may become available early or

late [14].

An estimator should not buffer the end of each task on a project;

rather, she should buffer the beginning of those tasks that require the

drum resource [11]. Transferring the buffers in this way not only

increases pressure for noncritical task completion, but also mitigates

the risk of other projects not releasing a drum resource when scheduled.
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Such buffers are called capacity buffers. In reality, the noncritical path

buffers shouldn’t really be removed from the project. Rather, they

should be tacked onto the projectwide buffer at the end of a project. As

unforeseen events cause tasks to take longer than scheduled, corre-

sponding blocks of time should be removed from the project buffer.

This allows the PM to focus his stress on those tasks that reduce the

project buffer. Secondary focus should then be placed on those tasks

that are not yet affecting the project buffer but are consuming part of

the capacity buffers [11] (i.e., other projects that might affect the PM’s

project schedule).

7.3.2 Critical Chain

Figure 7.3 shows the critical paths of three projects that have been pri-

oritized and scheduled without the guidance of a central drum resource
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schedule. This example shows two types of tasks that need to be com-

pleted by drum resources: DBA tasks and SA tasks. If these schedules

were allowed to stand, then PMs would be spending much of their time

battling for use of the resources. In order to remove a contention for a

resource, the project sponsor will need to consider postponing one of

the tasks [11]. To help decide how to best delay project tasks or alter

the project kick-off dates, the IT PMO will need to work with the func-

tional managers of these drum resources to develop drum-dependent

schedules (the third box in Figure 7.3). The second box shows how a

project schedule can then be altered by showing how drum resources

are scheduled on other projects and how projects are prioritized by the

IT PMO.

The critical paths of the first box in Figure 7.3 are bridged by what

Eli Goldratt, author of “Critical Chain,” refers to as the drum usage, the

buffer protections, and the interproject ropes (drum-buffer-rope for

short). By eliminating fragmented drum resource allocation, a PM can

feel more confident that when given a drum resource for a given

amount of time, the PM will have 100% of that resource’s attention

until the scheduled task is completed. The path the drum resource takes

between projects is the rope that shows the interdependence of each

seemingly decoupled project. These drum resource ropes between proj-

ect critical paths are referred to as the critical chains of the project port-

folio. By managing these ropes, the corporate drum resources, and the

project buffers, an IT PMO can help prevent projects from stumbling

over each other after they are approved and financed. (The AARK Man-

agement PowerPoint presentation in the accompanying CD-ROM pro-

vides an animated version of Figure 7.3. There is also a listing for a

company that provides critical chain project management software in

the PPM software section of the CD-ROM.)

7.4 Outsourcing

One reason companies can get disenchanted with out-of-control and

unwanted IT deliverables can be a lack of control over IT and strategic

outsourcing. Companies may hire management consultants to help

develop corporate strategies and business initiatives, and they may hire
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IT services companies to run IT projects. While this is necessary in

many cases due to a lack of resources and experience, many companies

use these tactics more than they should. Because outsourcers are under

extreme pressure to complete a project, they tend to recycle past suc-

cesses into new projects to help in reaching deadlines on time. To tip the

balance of risk mitigation more in their favor, outsourcers prefer to

install the same “canned” solution they did for your competitors. “The

more a company uses outsourcing as a competitive thrust, the more

likely it is that its competitors will copy its strategies and move to an

equitable market position” [15]. If a company wants a custom solution,

it better be prepared to spend quite a bit more money on deliverables

and a lot more time on contractual details.

Chapter 5 showed that to meet the demand of the technical initia-

tive portfolio, internal IT departments and external IT companies had

to provide a supply of technical solutions. The main test that would

determine which of these two IT groups supplied what percentage of

the solutions is known as the yellow pages test. This test states that “when

shared service units cannot outperform external competitors, compa-

nies should outsource these functions” [16]. Where Figure 7.4 illus-

trates a majority of business units “going it on their own” with

their technical initiatives, Figure 7.5 shows a diminished reliance on
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outsourced companies with the added support of an IT PMO. That is,

the IT PMO helps replace the company’s reliance on the yellow pages.

While the IT PMO not only provides better visibility into the health

of the portfolio, it also helps improve and maintain the health of the

portfolio. Moreover, the IT PMO acts as a marketing wing for the IT

department. Too often a business unit will bypass valuable IT depart-

ment resources for less-than-qualified outsourcers. While many out-

sourcers are experts, project sponsors can save considerable costs if they

first sought and then found equitable expertise in the IT ranks. For

example, outsourced IT companies are known for the motto “We get IT

done”—the notion being that they are sure your IT department isn’t

living up to its potential. “Hundreds of millions of dollars” are being

invested by outsourcing companies to shake the confidence in IT

departments among business units [17]. The IT PMO won’t discredit

outsourcing, but would instead act as a broker of outsourcing vendors

and IT resources. Even IT resources may, in turn, outsource some tasks

required of them by business units. In this way, project sponsors will be

more aware of which resources are available from within the company

before they go shopping for resources outside the company.
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There has been a recent upsurge in the desires of executive staffs to

outsource IT projects to eastern European, Indian, and South American

companies. Lured by the bait of lower wages, business units can over-

look the many layers of risk (i.e., unforeseen costs) inherent in IT-based

outsourced projects. But do the new risks associated with remote devel-

opment outweigh the benefits of reduced costs of wages? Where costs

can add up in travel, cultural training, project monitoring, and avenues

for litigation, can companies break even with the lower costs of wages?

However the costs balance out, the IT PMO is in a perfect position not

only to communicate all risks and costs posed by remote outsourcing

vendors, but also to require adherence to the same hurdle gates (audit

points) imposed on in-house projects.

7.5 Summary

When a project sponsor wants a particular resource for his project, he

needs to understand (1) whether that resource is being used in another

project, (2) whether the resource’s functional manager is willing to let

the resource go, and (3) whether the resource will be satisfied and pro-

ductive on the project. The IT PMO can help each IT-based project

resolve all three of these preconditions. With the aid of the IT PMO’s

resource manager, a project sponsor will be able to more easily acquire

and schedule resources that are used across projects. The resource man-

ager will also help ensure that the resources are supported in their career

development between projects. Figure 7.6 shows that as the business

case goes through the approval process, the project sponsor can negoti-

ate and then acquire resources from other projects or from functional

managers (path 1). Resources (e.g., drum resources) can also be

acquired in the middle of a project (path 2). We can see from the figure

that both business units and the IT department provide the supply of

drum resources. Then, as a task ends, drum resources are returned to

the central pool to be used by other projects (path 3). Drum resources

are those that are in high demand and require a central schedule main-

tained by the IT PMO. Using drum-buffer-rope scheduling techniques,

the PMs can get a better handle on the critical chains of their projects.
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This in turn leads to efficient resource leveling (usage) and to reduced

initiative bottlenecking across the portfolio.
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Appendix 7A: Case Study—Siemens Building Technologies,
Inc.—Automating Resource Management

Siemens Building Technologies, Inc., a subsidiary of German conglom-

erate Siemens, Inc., was seeing the majority of its projects come in late.

Some even took six times longer than the original estimates. Combining

this with a large number of employee complaints of being overworked,

management realized that they weren’t managing their resources well.

The most valuable experts in the company were being split between so

many concurrent projects that the company risked not only project fail-

ure, but also diminished returns from the embittered employees. To

resolve the problem, IT manager John Braun installed a new application

called Business Engine to better manage human resources across the

project portfolio.

Employees and managers can update skill sets and availabilities into

Business Engine so project sponsors will be better aware of the internal

resources they can use. Such knowledge allows the business case writer

to better understand whether she will need to outsource certain skill sets

for different phases of the project. Another valuable feature of Business

Engine is that it allows prospective project sponsors to view the resource

bottleneck in real time. Before initiatives are approved, project sponsors

can place tentative bids on resources to help streamline project launch

upon financing. As long as such flagging of resources has imposed time

limits, proactive resource management can reduce confusion and con-

flict between projects over resources.

So far, Business Engine is managing over 400 subject experts

between 300 projects across 22 departments. Because these experts

come from four different subject areas, the central project management

body (e.g., IT PMO) needs to coordinate resource availability entries

with the functional managers as well as with the PMs. Without such a

tool, communication between all of these managers would end up

becoming a tangled web of voice messages and e-mails. For large,

international companies like Siemens Building Technologies,

automated resource management tools such as Business Engine are

essential to a smooth-running project pipeline [8].
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